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SlOW economic growth and high un-
employment over the past 10 years sug-
gest that the European Economic
Community (EEC) has not grown at its
true potential. Many observers attribute
this shortfall-at least in part-to
restrictions, regulations, subsidies, and
income guarantees that distort markets
and produce inefficiencies. One might
view Europe's renewed drive toward
eventual economic integration, through
the creation of a single internal market
by 1992 and with the EEC's interest in
monetary policy coordination, as tacit
acknowledgment of a problem.

Policy coordination, however, is a
double-edged sword. It can cut through
the web of restraints in which we have
tied world markets, freeing them to pur-
sue the most efficient allocation of
resources. Or, it can sever the incentive
and information processes that markets
uniquely possess, killing any hope of
maximizing production, employment,
and exchange. Europe must choose
how it will wield this sword.

The drive to create a unified Europe in-
cludes a single-market objective and a
monetary-union initiative. The single-
market objective would remove re-
straints on the free flow of goods, serv-
ices,labor, and capital by 1992. Freer
markets and expanded opportunities for
trade promise enormous gains from in-
creased efficiency and economies of
scale.
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Through a monetary union, many
Europeans hope to coordinate mone-
tary policy with an eye toward maintain-
ing exchange-rate stability. Although
monetary union could supplement the
single market by providing further ef-
ficiencies in the use of money, a
monetary union is of secondary impor-
tance in pushing Europe toward its
economic potential. Most of the gains
stem from free markets and free trade,
not from monetary arrangements.

This is fortunate, because monetary
union faces a formidable challenge
from existing European institutions.
Most economists recognize the mutual
incompatibility of fixed exchange rates
as maintained under the current
European Monetary System (EMS),
free capital mobility as sought by the
single-market objective, and national
monetary sovereignty. The EEC will
face a choice: sacrifice one of these
three to protect the other two.

Only one choice seems feasible, at
least for the near term. Many European
leaders have noted that Europe will not
soon achieve the high degree of politi-
cal, social, and cultural integration
necessary for its nations to relinquish
monetary sovereignty and effect a full
monetary union. Of the remaining alter-
natives, more-flexible exchange rates
offer the best means of maximizing the
efficiency gains from a single market
and free capital movements. Moreover,

-The European Economic Community
will benefit enormously from the crea-
tion of a single internal market by
1992. Nevertheless, the free move-
ment of financial capital could force
Europe to choose between fixed ex-
change rates and monetary inde-
pendence. This Commentary discusses
the alternatives involved with this
choice, one of which is the creation of
a European monetary union.

floating rates do not preclude an even-
tual monetary union.

• Markets, Real Resources, and
Efficiency
Ultimately, the world will judge the suc-
cess of any monetary union in Europe
by the long-term real growth and
employment that it fosters. Since these
depend primarily on the success of the
single-market objective, I will first offer
a few caveats about this goal before dis-
cussing European monetary union.

The EEC is initiating some 300 actions
to remove physical, technical, and fis-
cal barriers among its member states.
Already firms in Europe are consolidat-
ing and investing to take advantage of
wider markets. Nevertheless, removing
these barriers is not enough to guaran-



tee overall efficiency. The EEC must
avoid taking other actions that could
offset the gains from a single internal
market. Two widely discussed con-
cerns along these lines have to do with
the "leveling up" of regulation and the
creation of barriers to external trade.

Many observers, especially the British,
have expressed concern that, in the
drive toward a unified Europe, a pattern
of supranational regulation and subsi-
dization will supplant the concept of a
single liberalized market. Instead of
breaking down barriers, restrictions,
and controls, the EEC could "level
them up," creating a new bureaucracy
and competition-stifling patronage
within the Community. I This kind of
policy coordination would limit poten-
tial gains in production, employment,
and exchange opportunities in Europe.
Replacing 12 individual markets with a
single market does not, in itself, dimin-
ish rent-seeking, as we have seen with
Europe's Common Agricultural Policy.

Similarly, some of us from outside the
EEC wonder whether the Community
will restrict external competition. Over
the past 40 years, the trading world-
often led by the EEC-has lowered
tariffs and removed quotas. But after
substantial gains during the 1950s and
1960s, the progress slowed. Although
the overall level of import restraint
might not be higher now than 40 years
ago, trade restraints remain an impor-
tant feature of European and world-
wide trade. Moreover, these restraints
have become more discretionary, less
visible, and even less responsive to
market forces than the traditional tariffs
that they replaced.

The fact is that the trading world lacks
firm commitment to the principles of
free trade. We live in a neomercantilist
environment where market access is
more often a function of bilateral,
product-specific negotiating skills than
the result of competitive strengths.
Such types of policy coordination
have enormous costs.

A further concern, which has not
received enough attention, focuses on

price-level stability. The EEC could en-
hance the gains from a single market if
its members adopted a stable-price
policy.f Inflation itself involves costs
in terms of misallocated resources. It
adds "noise" to prices, which distorts
the information about relative scarcities
conveyed by price changes. Through its
interactions with tax systems, inflation
can affect firms' investment and finan-
cial decisions. While these costs are
greatest when inflation is high and vari-
able and difficult to predict, they are
present at the moderate levels observed
in the United States and the EEC today.

Evidence from a large set of countries,
with very different institutions and
economic conditions, indicates that per-
sistent inflation erodes long-term
economic growth. The inefficiencies
and distortions associated with inflation
reduce resources available for capital
formation and encourage investments
that have quick payback periods, rather
than longer-term growth potential.

The creation of a single European
market, together with a more general
acceptance of a liberal-market
philosophy and a commitment to zero
inflation, will confer substantial gains
on Europe, with or without a monetary
union. To be sure, however, a sym-
biotic relationship exists between a
single internal market and a monetary
union. A monetary union could en-
hance the benefits of a single internal
market by providing efficiencies in the
use of money, and a single internal
market could strengthen a commitment
to price stability throughout Europe.
Of these two, the creation of a single in-
ternal market undoubtedly is the more
important. Beyond the efficiency gains
that I have described, it is the sine qua
non of monetary union.

Identifying the potential gains from
monetary union is easy, but achieving
them-if they are at all achievable-is
quite a different matter. The EEC heads
of state have charged the Delors Com-
mittee with the arduous task of examin-
ing and proposing steps toward a com-
mon monetary policy in Europe. The
Committee's report, published this

month, will be debated at the EEC sum-
mit in Madrid in late June. One can ap-
preciate the importance and the urgency
of the Committee's work by consider-
ing alternative strategies for resolving
the incompatibility of a single European
market, fixed exchange rates, and na-
tional monetary sovereignty.

sent a convergence among European
policy makers to a similar emphasis on
inflation. Incompatible inflation objec-
tives often contribute to substantial capi-
tal flows among ERM participants and
to realignments of the ERM. Moreover,
inflation differentials seem to prevent
more European countries from joining
theERM.

• Can Europe Afford the EMS?
One alternative is to maintain the
present exchange-rate mechanism
(ERM) of the European Monetary Sys-
tem. However, the current policy of al-
lowing exchange rates to move within a
narrow band around fixed central ex-
change rates will prove more difficult as
Europe liberalizes capital flows.
Theory tells us that individual countries
cannot conduct independent monetary
policies under a system of rigidly held
exchange rates with free capital mobil-
ity. Countries that inflate their econo-
mies above the average level of their
trading partners will incur a balance-of-
payments deficit and will tend to lose
reserves. Countries with relatively low
inflation rates will tend to gain reserves.
Eventually, the inflation-prone coun-
tries will experience a subsequent
monetary contraction, while the latter
will experience a monetary expansion.

Attempts to resolve this incompatibil-
ity among liberal capital movements,
national monetary sovereignty, and
fixed exchange rates can create market
distortions that lower employment and
output. The desire to limit exchange-
rate fluctuations and simultaneously to
maintain monetary independence, for
example, historically has encouraged
countries to restrict the cross-border
movements of capital. Capital controls
played an integral role in the function-
ing of the Bretton Woods exchange-
rate system; in fact, the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) encouraged their
use in cases of temporary balance-of-
payments problems.

Similarly, capital controls have been
important for the operation of the
European Community's ERM and its
predecessor, the "snake." One recent
study credits the stability of exchange
rates under the ERM primarily to the
use of capital controls, rather than to
the coordination of monetary policiesr'
These capital controls introduce many
distortions: they raise the costs of in-
vestment capital to firms, reduce hedg-
ing possibilities, lower returns to
savers, induce undesirable changes in
nations' financial structures, and en-
courage rent-seeking."

Also, as this discussion suggests, a sys-
tem with mobile capital and fixed ex-
change rates leaves countries vul-
nerable to external monetary shocks.
Under the Bretton Woods fixed-rate
system, many countries-notably West
Germany and France=-complained
about importing inflation from the
United States during the late I960s and
early 1970s. Only as long as member
countries have similar preferences for
inflation are fixed exchange-rate
mechanisms sustainable.

Countries also have resorted to ex-
change-market intervention as a pos-
sible way to resolve the problems that
fixed exchange rates pose. In theory,
nations could achieve fixed exchange
rates, capital mobility, and monetary
autonomy if they had additional inde-
pendent policy instruments, but of
course they do not. In practice, coun-
tries have used exchange-market inter-
vention believing that it affords-at
least temporarily-an extra degree of
freedom.

Most observers would agree that
European policymakers do not give
similar weight to inflation in formulat-
ing their monetary policies. Overall,
West Germany strives for a lower rate
of inflation than most other European
governments. Although inflation dif-
ferentials among the European coun-
tries have narrowed since the early
1980s, this development does not repre-

Unfortunately, available research
strongly suggests that sterilized inter-
vention (that is, intervention with no
monetary consequences) does not pro-
vide countries with an additional policy
lever through which to pursue an ex-
change-rate target. If it is not sterilized,
intervention can alter exchange rates,
but this implies some subjugation of in-
flation goals to exchange-rate objec-
tives. Some observers even contend
that intervention creates uncertainty in
the market to the extent that it raises
doubts about the future course of
monetary policies or that it attempts to
offset market fundamentals.

The ability to realign central parities al-
lows a possible solution to the dilemma
that capital mobility and national
sovereignty pose, but it also can intro-
duce new problems into the system.
Realignments of fixed exchange rates
imply that countries know the correct,
or equilibrium, values at which to peg.
Usually the ERM members have
resorted to realignments broadly
designed to correct for existing infla-
tion differentials. However, economists
have enjoyed little success in specify-
ing the relationship between the so-
called market fundamentals (including
inflation differentials, real interest-rate
differentials, and current accounts) and
spot exchange rates.' On occasion-
most notably in January 1987-the
realignments seemed to be the product
of intensive negotiations, especially be-
tween France and West Germany,
rather than the result of an "arm's
length" reading of market fundamen-
tals. Because such renegotiations can-
not promise to produce a market equi-
librium value for exchange rates, they
can introduce real-resource costs.

In addition, a commitment to defend ex-
change rates risks the danger of what I
call monetary protectionism. As na-
tions lower protectionist barriers against
trade and capital flows, does the tempta-
tion to protect home markets through
monetary manipulations not grow
stronger? Under a commitment to main-
tain a peg, countries with relatively low
inflation rates might accumulate the cur-
rency of high-inflation countries. Ob-

viously, low-inflation countries limit
the extent to which they will do this,
since inflation erodes the purchasing
power of these reserves. At some point,
countries accumulating reserves will ex-
change them back with the more infla-
tionary countries, resulting in either a
change in policy within the more infla-
tionary countries or an alteration of ex-
change rates.

Such a system-unlike floating ex-
change rates--does not embody any
smooth or automatic mechanisms to as-
sure adjustment. At least in the interim
period, the coordinated efforts to fix
rates will insulate exchange rates from
reflecting underlying market pressures
and, instead of bottling up inflation
within the more inflationary countries,
will transmit it to others. Under these
circumstances, fixed exchange rates
protect the claims of high-inflation
countries to world resources through im-
ports. Because it prevents an automatic
depreciation of the inflating countries'
currency, maintaining the peg keeps the
price of foreign goods artificially low.
The result, at least for some time, is a
disruption of trade and investment
across countries from what the market
otherwise would have produced.

Consequently, any economic com-
munity of sovereign nations that wishes
to benefit from free trade and capital
movements can maintain policy inde-
pendence only if it allows the adjust-
ments to occur through exchange rates.
If West Germany and France adopt
policies that create a 10 percentage-
point differential between their inflation
rates, the ERM must allow for ex-
change-rate adjustments of comparable
magnitude. Barring this, the EMS has
the potential to impose real costs that
the Community cannot afford.

• Flexible Rates and the Question
of Volatility
Another alternative, as implied above,
is to move to a system of more flexible
(or floating) exchange rates. Critics of
this choice argue that the resulting ex-
change-rate volatility reduces the free
flow of resources among different
countries in a single market. They con-



tee overall efficiency. The EEC must
avoid taking other actions that could
offset the gains from a single internal
market. Two widely discussed con-
cerns along these lines have to do with
the "leveling up" of regulation and the
creation of barriers to external trade.

Many observers, especially the British,
have expressed concern that, in the
drive toward a unified Europe, a pattern
of supranational regulation and subsi-
dization will supplant the concept of a
single liberalized market. Instead of
breaking down barriers, restrictions,
and controls, the EEC could "level
them up," creating a new bureaucracy
and competition-stifling patronage
within the Community. I This kind of
policy coordination would limit poten-
tial gains in production, employment,
and exchange opportunities in Europe.
Replacing 12 individual markets with a
single market does not, in itself, dimin-
ish rent-seeking, as we have seen with
Europe's Common Agricultural Policy.

Similarly, some of us from outside the
EEC wonder whether the Community
will restrict external competition. Over
the past 40 years, the trading world-
often led by the EEC-has lowered
tariffs and removed quotas. But after
substantial gains during the 1950s and
1960s, the progress slowed. Although
the overall level of import restraint
might not be higher now than 40 years
ago, trade restraints remain an impor-
tant feature of European and world-
wide trade. Moreover, these restraints
have become more discretionary, less
visible, and even less responsive to
market forces than the traditional tariffs
that they replaced.

The fact is that the trading world lacks
firm commitment to the principles of
free trade. We live in a neomercantilist
environment where market access is
more often a function of bilateral,
product-specific negotiating skills than
the result of competitive strengths.
Such types of policy coordination
have enormous costs.

A further concern, which has not
received enough attention, focuses on

price-level stability. The EEC could en-
hance the gains from a single market if
its members adopted a stable-price
policy.f Inflation itself involves costs
in terms of misallocated resources. It
adds "noise" to prices, which distorts
the information about relative scarcities
conveyed by price changes. Through its
interactions with tax systems, inflation
can affect firms' investment and finan-
cial decisions. While these costs are
greatest when inflation is high and vari-
able and difficult to predict, they are
present at the moderate levels observed
in the United States and the EEC today.

Evidence from a large set of countries,
with very different institutions and
economic conditions, indicates that per-
sistent inflation erodes long-term
economic growth. The inefficiencies
and distortions associated with inflation
reduce resources available for capital
formation and encourage investments
that have quick payback periods, rather
than longer-term growth potential.

The creation of a single European
market, together with a more general
acceptance of a liberal-market
philosophy and a commitment to zero
inflation, will confer substantial gains
on Europe, with or without a monetary
union. To be sure, however, a sym-
biotic relationship exists between a
single internal market and a monetary
union. A monetary union could en-
hance the benefits of a single internal
market by providing efficiencies in the
use of money, and a single internal
market could strengthen a commitment
to price stability throughout Europe.
Of these two, the creation of a single in-
ternal market undoubtedly is the more
important. Beyond the efficiency gains
that I have described, it is the sine qua
non of monetary union.

Identifying the potential gains from
monetary union is easy, but achieving
them-if they are at all achievable-is
quite a different matter. The EEC heads
of state have charged the Delors Com-
mittee with the arduous task of examin-
ing and proposing steps toward a com-
mon monetary policy in Europe. The
Committee's report, published this

month, will be debated at the EEC sum-
mit in Madrid in late June. One can ap-
preciate the importance and the urgency
of the Committee's work by consider-
ing alternative strategies for resolving
the incompatibility of a single European
market, fixed exchange rates, and na-
tional monetary sovereignty.

sent a convergence among European
policy makers to a similar emphasis on
inflation. Incompatible inflation objec-
tives often contribute to substantial capi-
tal flows among ERM participants and
to realignments of the ERM. Moreover,
inflation differentials seem to prevent
more European countries from joining
theERM.

• Can Europe Afford the EMS?
One alternative is to maintain the
present exchange-rate mechanism
(ERM) of the European Monetary Sys-
tem. However, the current policy of al-
lowing exchange rates to move within a
narrow band around fixed central ex-
change rates will prove more difficult as
Europe liberalizes capital flows.
Theory tells us that individual countries
cannot conduct independent monetary
policies under a system of rigidly held
exchange rates with free capital mobil-
ity. Countries that inflate their econo-
mies above the average level of their
trading partners will incur a balance-of-
payments deficit and will tend to lose
reserves. Countries with relatively low
inflation rates will tend to gain reserves.
Eventually, the inflation-prone coun-
tries will experience a subsequent
monetary contraction, while the latter
will experience a monetary expansion.

Attempts to resolve this incompatibil-
ity among liberal capital movements,
national monetary sovereignty, and
fixed exchange rates can create market
distortions that lower employment and
output. The desire to limit exchange-
rate fluctuations and simultaneously to
maintain monetary independence, for
example, historically has encouraged
countries to restrict the cross-border
movements of capital. Capital controls
played an integral role in the function-
ing of the Bretton Woods exchange-
rate system; in fact, the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) encouraged their
use in cases of temporary balance-of-
payments problems.

Similarly, capital controls have been
important for the operation of the
European Community's ERM and its
predecessor, the "snake." One recent
study credits the stability of exchange
rates under the ERM primarily to the
use of capital controls, rather than to
the coordination of monetary policiesr'
These capital controls introduce many
distortions: they raise the costs of in-
vestment capital to firms, reduce hedg-
ing possibilities, lower returns to
savers, induce undesirable changes in
nations' financial structures, and en-
courage rent-seeking."

Also, as this discussion suggests, a sys-
tem with mobile capital and fixed ex-
change rates leaves countries vul-
nerable to external monetary shocks.
Under the Bretton Woods fixed-rate
system, many countries-notably West
Germany and France=-complained
about importing inflation from the
United States during the late I960s and
early 1970s. Only as long as member
countries have similar preferences for
inflation are fixed exchange-rate
mechanisms sustainable.

Countries also have resorted to ex-
change-market intervention as a pos-
sible way to resolve the problems that
fixed exchange rates pose. In theory,
nations could achieve fixed exchange
rates, capital mobility, and monetary
autonomy if they had additional inde-
pendent policy instruments, but of
course they do not. In practice, coun-
tries have used exchange-market inter-
vention believing that it affords-at
least temporarily-an extra degree of
freedom.

Most observers would agree that
European policymakers do not give
similar weight to inflation in formulat-
ing their monetary policies. Overall,
West Germany strives for a lower rate
of inflation than most other European
governments. Although inflation dif-
ferentials among the European coun-
tries have narrowed since the early
1980s, this development does not repre-

Unfortunately, available research
strongly suggests that sterilized inter-
vention (that is, intervention with no
monetary consequences) does not pro-
vide countries with an additional policy
lever through which to pursue an ex-
change-rate target. If it is not sterilized,
intervention can alter exchange rates,
but this implies some subjugation of in-
flation goals to exchange-rate objec-
tives. Some observers even contend
that intervention creates uncertainty in
the market to the extent that it raises
doubts about the future course of
monetary policies or that it attempts to
offset market fundamentals.

The ability to realign central parities al-
lows a possible solution to the dilemma
that capital mobility and national
sovereignty pose, but it also can intro-
duce new problems into the system.
Realignments of fixed exchange rates
imply that countries know the correct,
or equilibrium, values at which to peg.
Usually the ERM members have
resorted to realignments broadly
designed to correct for existing infla-
tion differentials. However, economists
have enjoyed little success in specify-
ing the relationship between the so-
called market fundamentals (including
inflation differentials, real interest-rate
differentials, and current accounts) and
spot exchange rates.' On occasion-
most notably in January 1987-the
realignments seemed to be the product
of intensive negotiations, especially be-
tween France and West Germany,
rather than the result of an "arm's
length" reading of market fundamen-
tals. Because such renegotiations can-
not promise to produce a market equi-
librium value for exchange rates, they
can introduce real-resource costs.

In addition, a commitment to defend ex-
change rates risks the danger of what I
call monetary protectionism. As na-
tions lower protectionist barriers against
trade and capital flows, does the tempta-
tion to protect home markets through
monetary manipulations not grow
stronger? Under a commitment to main-
tain a peg, countries with relatively low
inflation rates might accumulate the cur-
rency of high-inflation countries. Ob-

viously, low-inflation countries limit
the extent to which they will do this,
since inflation erodes the purchasing
power of these reserves. At some point,
countries accumulating reserves will ex-
change them back with the more infla-
tionary countries, resulting in either a
change in policy within the more infla-
tionary countries or an alteration of ex-
change rates.

Such a system-unlike floating ex-
change rates--does not embody any
smooth or automatic mechanisms to as-
sure adjustment. At least in the interim
period, the coordinated efforts to fix
rates will insulate exchange rates from
reflecting underlying market pressures
and, instead of bottling up inflation
within the more inflationary countries,
will transmit it to others. Under these
circumstances, fixed exchange rates
protect the claims of high-inflation
countries to world resources through im-
ports. Because it prevents an automatic
depreciation of the inflating countries'
currency, maintaining the peg keeps the
price of foreign goods artificially low.
The result, at least for some time, is a
disruption of trade and investment
across countries from what the market
otherwise would have produced.

Consequently, any economic com-
munity of sovereign nations that wishes
to benefit from free trade and capital
movements can maintain policy inde-
pendence only if it allows the adjust-
ments to occur through exchange rates.
If West Germany and France adopt
policies that create a 10 percentage-
point differential between their inflation
rates, the ERM must allow for ex-
change-rate adjustments of comparable
magnitude. Barring this, the EMS has
the potential to impose real costs that
the Community cannot afford.

• Flexible Rates and the Question
of Volatility
Another alternative, as implied above,
is to move to a system of more flexible
(or floating) exchange rates. Critics of
this choice argue that the resulting ex-
change-rate volatility reduces the free
flow of resources among different
countries in a single market. They con-



tend that exchange-rate volatility
creates uncertainty, which raises the
costs of doing business and the required
return for undertaking risky invest-
ments. The higher costs and riskiness of
business, in tum, reduce international
trade, investment, and employment.

This criticism seems flawed. First, ex-
change-rate movements respond to
changes in other economic variables
and, ultimately, to changes in monetary
and fiscal policies. Much of the
volatility of exchange rates reflects the
volatility and incompatibility of underly-
ing policies. Uncertainty created on
this account is a by-product of policy
and would exist under fixed exchange
rates. Nevertheless, many economists
regard exchange-rate volatility as exces-
sive-the result of overshooting, bub-
bles, and destabilizing speculation. Al-
though volatility may create some
inefficiencies, these inefficiencies pale
in comparison to the market distortions
that could result from an attempt to peg
at an inappropriate exchange rate, or
from attempts to maintain fixed ex-
change rates through capital controls.
Markets for other assets exhibit similar
volatility, yet we do not peg their prices.

Second, volatility is not synonymous
with uncertainty, although observers
often use the terms interchangeably.
Under floating exchange rates, firms
can hedge, although not completely,
against the risks imposed by this
volatility. Under fixed exchange rates,
the market can become uncertain of the
magnitude and timing of adjustments
when it judges existing rates to be inap-
propriate. These risks seem more dif-
ficult to hedge against and can result in
inefficient resource allocations. Ironi-
cally, speculators usually are more cer-
tain about the direction of change and
are often assured of profits. Finally, I
am aware of no concrete evidence that
links exchange-rate volatility, as I have
described it, with a reduction in trade,
investment, or employment."

• On National Sovereignty and a
European Central Bank
As the last alternative, the European
Economic Community could maintain
the current ERM structure with an in-
creased liberalization of capital flows,
if individual countries gave up their na-
tional monetary sovereignty. One way
to achieve this requires all countries to
peg their currencies to a dominant-
currency country, such as West Ger-
many. This country then would deter-
mine the overall inflation rate through
its monetary policy, and the other
countries would maintain the exchange-
rate pegs through their monetary
policies. I doubt, however, that the EEC
participants would acquiesce to such a
commitment, at least in the near future.

Some countries could benefit from such
an arrangement. For small, open econo-
mies that are heavily dependent on
trade with the dominant country, such
an arrangement might create more sta-
bility in trade volumes and prices. It
could reduce their vulnerability to spec-
ulation and limit the need for forward
cover. All of this assumes, however, a
strict adherence to the rules of the game
and a willingness to accept the mone-
tary policy of the dominant country.

Many observers argue that a fixed-
exchange-rate system exercises a dis-
cipline on inflation-prone countries and
enhances the credibility of their disin-
flation efforts. This discipline often
proves difficult to maintain politically,
which is why inflation-prone countries
do not adopt disinflation policies to
begin with. Often the discipline is
avoided through capital restraints or
through parity adjustments.

Fears that the discipline effects of fixed
exchange rates will become more
pronounced as the EEC loosens capital
restraints have prompted calls for the
creation of a European currency issued
through a European central bank. Such
a central bank implies that all govern-
ments would relinquish their sover-
eignty over monetary policy, but that
each would maintain a voice in estab-
lishing a common European monetary
policy. Some weighted-average infla-

tion preference would prevail. Such
compromises in the pursuit of eco-
nomic policy coordination are the es-
sence of politics, but the bane of
economic efficiency and stability.

I do not wish to argue that a European
central bank-or any central bank, for
that matter--could not successfully en-
hance production and employment op-
portunities, but its ability to do so rests
on the attainment of two conditions.
First, the EEC must give its central
bank complete autonomy from financ-
ing the fiscal policies of the individual
European states and of the Community
in general. By financing expenditures
through the sale of their debt to central
banks, governments can reduce the real
value of their outstanding debts
through subsequent inflation. This in-
flation tax, although highly inefficient
and distortional, nevertheless is rela-
tively invisible to the electorate; hence
its attractiveness.

The second condition for the successful
creation of a European central bank re-
quires that it maintain the value of its
currency by promoting price stability. I
have already referred to problems of at-
tempting to stabilize exchange rates
while attempting to conduct an inde-
pendent domestic monetary policy. A
more common, yet less recognized,
problem occurs when countries attempt
to stabilize the business cycle.

Policymakers sometimes balk at elimi-
nating inflation because they believe
that a trade-off exists between inflation
and unemployment. The theoretical
basis for such a policy and the evidence
supporting its effectiveness are weak.
Nevertheless, even granting that more
inflation could lead to a temporary in-
crease in employment, there seems to
be a tendency for such policies to
ratchet inflation upward. In the 1970s,
the rate of inflation at the business-
cycle trough tended to rise with each
cycle. The resulting reductions in long-
term growth probably outweighed any
short-term gains in employment.



• Europe and the International
Financial Community
Ihave previously expressed concerns

about the attempts of the G7 countries

to coordinate macroeconomic policy

and to create exchange-rate target

zones for the mark-dollar and yen-

dollar exchange rates. 7 The creation

of a European monetary union could

have the unfortunate consequence of in-

creasing support for these policies.

Even when sovereign countries want to

coordinate policies, they might not be

able to do so effectively.

Despite advances in economics and

statistics, our knowledge remains

limited about the true state of the

economy, about the interrelationships

among policy levers and economic vari-

ables, and about the weights society

should attach to specific economic

problems. These uncertainties greatly

reduce the chances that policy coordina-

tion will enhance economic welfare.8

Many of these proposals for interna-

tional policy coordination call for a

detailed harmonization of monetary, fis-

cal, and regulatory powers. If nations

compromise domestic objectives -par-

ticularly price stability-because of in-

ternational targets and events, they risk

the loss of public confidence in their

willingness and ability to achieve those

objectives.

These, of course, are problems at the

national level, but the costs of an error

increase sharply as we extend the

scope of coordination to Europe and to

the international financial community

in general.

• Conclusion
Policy coordination must play an essen-

tial role in the process of European

unification. In developing proposals for

a single market and for a monetary

union, Iurge coordination of efforts to

free markets and to expand exchange

and production opportunities. That

these markets extend across European

boundaries only serves to enhance the

gains from such coordinated policies.

We should similarly explore oppor-

tunities for international coordination

that enhance the performance of free,

competitive markets. I caution, how-

ever, against forms of policy coordina-

tion, both in Europe and throughout the

international community, that strive to

supplant markets and to limit their dis-

cipline. We simply cannot afford them.
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